ACCESSIBILITY
DESCRIPTIONS
VISION
AUDIO DESCRIPTION
Trained audio describers provide live verbal descriptions of actions, costumes,
scenery and other visual elements of the performance between gaps in the
dialogue on stage via a discreet headset. Tactile tours allow patrons who are
blind or have low vision and their companions to explore the set, props and
costumes prior to the performance.

AUDITORY CONTENT
Shows and events with this symbol indicate which shows are highly auditory
and have low visual content, which can aid people who are blind or have low
vision decide whether they can access a show.

HEARING
AUSLAN INTERPRETED PERFORMANCE
Auslan interpreted performances are for audiences who are Deaf and use
Australian Sign Language (Auslan). Experienced Auslan interpreters are
present and interpret dialogue and any text into Auslan, signing live.
Audiences requiring this service need to be accommodated for seating in the
section closest to the interpreter to ensure good sightlines.

CAPTIONING
For people who are d/Deaf or hard of hearing, captioning is an accurate text
display of a performance or live event in its entirety, including speakers,
actors’ dialogue, ad libs, song lyrics, musical descriptions and other sound
effects. Displayed on screens in venue.

ASSISTIVE LISTENING
The Assistive Listening Systems symbol indicates which venues provide
hearing augmentation and amplification. Often this needs to be prearranged.

VISUAL CONTENT
A guide for people who are Deaf or hard of hearing.
100% visual content. Contains no music or dialogue.
75% visual content. Fully captioned or has minimal dialogue, some background music and/or
sounds.

SENSORY FRIENDLY
RELAXED
Designed for patrons with disability and their families or anyone who may
benefit from a more relaxed environment (this may include people with a
learning or physical disability, autistic spectrum condition or sensory
sensitivities). Relaxed performances usually have slight modifications to
sound and lighting, support aids and an open-door policy with a dedicated
quiet area.

MOBILITY
Event organisers have ensured that its venues are as physically accessible as
possible.

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS
The wheelchair symbol indicates the venue/location is wheelchair accessible
or has been made accessible for duration of the event .. For access
information on specific venues visit (see event website)

ASSISTANCE ANIMALS
Assistance animals are welcome. For any specific requirement, contact.

